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Prologue 

Previously, following their heroic exploits in two alternate realities, Magnuss Earplug 

and Hair-Trigger Provost had been forced to throw themselves into a gravity well... 

 

…which, they hoped, was the correct trans-dimensional conduit that would return them 

to the world from which they originated - in particular their native version of The 

Museum of Future Technology… 

 

 But as impossible energies swept them across the multiverse... 



 

...both Magnuss's and Hair-Trigger's grins of anticipation became fixed, as strange 

hallucinations... 

 

...threatened to overwhelm their fragile silicon psyches… 



 

Chapter 1 

Although they were essentially alone, their progress was being monitored by the 

curators of the aforementioned museum, upon their Omnipresent Scanner… 

 

And what those curators witnessed enthralled them utterly... 



 

"Flipping heck," the vastly endowed in the oral department, Cushions Smethwyke 

exclaimed, "it looks as though Magnuss and that stripy tart are riding a comet across 

the firmament like a pair of fire-breathing angels with a red-hot poker threatening to do 

them irreparable damage!" 

"Yeah," the odd blue curator in the back seat, who went by the name of Sylvester 

Scroote, agreed, "it do, don’t it? I wonder if things will have changed much here by the 

time they finally arrive." 

This was, perhaps, a portentous statement; because 'things' were (because of the 

incessant Time Storms caused by a malfunctioning Tunnel Temporale) currently in a 

state of flux. Or, to put it more precisely, Sergeant Blob of T.W.I.T was frying up some 

mashed potato and cabbage left-overs, when a time storm struck. Sadly it transported 

the frying pan forward in time by three minutes. Suddenly Blob's gently sizzling bubble 

and squeak became a raging inferno... 

 

"Help!" He cried as he and Private Gallstone burst from the galley - into the open air of 

the sandy parade ground of Fort Balderdash… 



 

"What are we gonna do, Sarge?" Gallstone whined plaintively as the two elite soldiers 

backed away from the hardened bunker. 

Unfortunately Sergeant Blob didn't have time to reply, because his huge supply of 

cheap, foreign-made wooden stirring spoons (that he kept behind a tall pile of 

margarine tubs in the corner) ignited... 

 

Well actually he did. He shouted: "Run!" 

So they did - right out through the front gate, into the glaring mid-day sun of the 

pseudo-desert… 



 

In Blob's fevered imagination he tried to visualise the damage wrought upon his kitchen 

by the conflagration... 

 

But the reality of the situation was even worse... 



 

“The galley is ruined." He moaned, when he surveyed the scene. "And when Major 

Flaccid sees this, so will I be too!" 

Meanwhile, little did anyone suspect at the time, but chip pan fires in Fort Balderdash 

were the least of the Museum's problems. No, potentially far worse was happening upon 

a vast island just off the coast from where the current Museum of Future Technology 

had been built… 

 

Ballington Cork was a powerful psychic; and he had history with the museum. A 

generation previous he'd led an uprising against the curators. Only the intervention of a 

huge beetroot that came crashing through the ceiling from a futuristic dirigible that 

flew high above, and which hit Ballington a mighty blow to the occipital lobe, prevented 

a social catastrophe. The cork, and his followers, had been banished to Henhouse 



Island, where it was decreed they would remain until they breathed their last. But now, 

in splendid suspended animation, all alone, Ballington's mental powers detected the 

tendrils of panic that emanated from the multifarious minds of the Museum of Future 

Technology's inhabitants, as Time Storms interrupted their lives at random and with 

varying levels of threat. And he began to awaken. First the imaginary cloth upon which 

he appeared to stand smoothed out and changed colour… 

 

Then Ballington realised where he actually resided: in a suspended animation booth… 

 



This particular piece of kit from the future was the only means by which the resentful 

cork could survive long enough to complete his plan of revenge. But all the time that the 

light above him shone crimson, he was effectively a prisoner of his own making. So, in a 

cold fury, and using his telekinetic skills, he turned it... 

 

...emerald - and thereby allowed himself to wake and escape to the dark tower that 

overlooked his place of incarceration… 

 

"I flipping hate this place." He said. He then added: "I say ‘sod it’ to perfecting my 

plan of revenge: but I've had enough of this dump: I'm outta here."  



So, before long, he squeezed out through a hole in the back wall that had been eroded 

by the passage of eons... 

 

…then crossed the vast concrete apron that separated the prison from the surrounding 

Badlands... 

 

…before pausing for a moment to consider the recklessness of his impetuosity... 

 

…Said, "Bum", very loudly, and marched off into the veldt… 



 

Chapter 2 

Meanwhile, elsewhere, a purple earplug (who went by the name of Plopper O'Hooligan) 

had taken his girlfriend (a rather butch and unattractive wench named Belinda Nose-

Guard) for a walk to Knob Hill… 

 

"If you think that I'm about to sit down to a lemon drizzle cake and a flagon of ale in 

the zombie playground, you're very much mistaken." Belinda said when they arrived. 

"I want to go somewhere else completely." 



Obviously Plopper O'Hooligan was only mildly disappointed by Linda Nose-Guard's 

unreasonable demand, which was to leave Knob Hill. "Bottoms!" He said eloquently. 

Then, in an effort to keep his female companion happy, he added: "I know somewhere 

really terrific. It's open and wide, and almost always sunny." 

A half-hour later... 

 

"But this is the Woven Expanse." Linda exclaimed in a shrill voice. "People with long 

lenses will be able to take photographs of us eating. They'll see my broken teeth, 

chapped lips, and quite possibly my spotty backside!" 

Plopper felt dejection grasp him by the throat. He sighed. But Linda did have a point, 

he quickly realised: there were any number of drones floating about nowadays; and 

nobody could be absolutely certain that the creators didn't get a kick out of watching all 

sorts of goings-on. "Okay, we'll head back now." He said. "Did you notice which way 

we came? It all looks a bit 'samey'. 

A half-hour later, Vic and Bob, the reanimated zombies, were out taking the air with 

their beloved former weightlifting girlfriends, Mandy and Candy… 

 

Vic screwed up his eyes and squinted into the distance. "Who are those two ugly gits 

over there?" He inquired. 



"Couldn't give a monkey’s." Bob replied. 

"If they're so stupid that they come on to the Woven Expanse without a technological 

safety net - in the form of a GPS device," Mandy said wisely, "well I say they get 

everything they deserve." 

"Or vice versa." Candy agreed.  

By now Plopper was growing concerned. He desperately wanted to urinate, but there 

was nowhere to hide… 

 

"What's that over there?" Linda inquired, as she stared straight ahead at something 

that Plopper had failed to notice. "It looks glassy and rather broken." 

Plopper breathed a sigh of relief. Clearly they'd stumbled upon an area of the Woven 

Expanse where the maintenance crew illegally disposed of damaged exhibits. "There'll 

probably be a travel tube nearby." He said, as they stepped on to a shattered section of 

ice rink that had clearly originated in the ruined Eyewash Station… 

 



And so it proved, because before long Plopper and Linda found themselves deep within 

the bowels of the Museum of Future Technology. And it was scary… 

 

Ballington the cork, meanwhile, had safely traversed the veldt, and now found his 

remorseless trek embroiled in some horrible jungle... 

 

"I hate flipping jungles." He growled. "If I ruled the world - which I'll do one day, just 

you wait and see - I'd have jungles outlawed. I’ll turn them into ball pools and other 

childish playthings." 



But, despite Ballington’s constant complaining, soon enough the impenetrable foliage 

gave way to pretty flowers, and all that sort of stuff... 

 

"This is better," he grumbled, "but it aint perfect. Where's the flipping street lighting 

and smooth tarmacadam road surface?" 

But eventually even this temperate countryside gave way to the top of a huge chalky 

white cliff... 

 

"Flipping islands." He mumbled only semi-coherently, as he shuffled along the top of 

the cliff, "I hate stairs. Why can't islands have coastal elevators?" 

Then, amazingly, he discovered that this one did. Ballington Cork had never believed in 

Guardian Angels, but the discovery of an elevator that could take him from the windy 

cliff top - to the deserted shipping port below - almost turned him to such esoteric 



thoughts and, possibly, personal redemption. But then he was amongst the facilities, and 

he knew just where to go: - straight past the huge fuel bunkers... 

 

…and through a vast, commercial up-and-over garage door that some idle junior 

technician had left unlocked countless years previous... 

 

He then stole quietly through the abandoned fishing net repair shop... 

 



…and finally board Landing Craft RD125… 

 

…and steer the mighty vessel… 

 

…into open water... 
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But whilst Ballington set course for the Museum of Future Technology, tensions were 

about to build at that fine edifice's main entrance... 

 

...because the curators (in their wisdom) had decided to place four smiley-faced Robot 

Ticket Collectors in front of the recently refurbished door, and block it with four rather 

futuristic bollards. This was a recipe for trouble. When the curators decided to bar 

public entry, at least temporarily, to the Museum of Future Technology, they did so 

without a thought for the many potential visitors who might have travelled a vast 

distance (upon their knees if necessary) to see the wondrous exhibits from all sorts of 

eras that had hadn't happened yet. This was an oversight. One that Mister Pong sought 

to take advantage of. Consequently he and his twin daughters, Yu-Wah, and Wah-Hey 

opened a deli right next to the main entrance… 

 



"Bored with waiting?" He bellowed loudly at passers-by. "Lots of yummy food with 

which to stuff your face, right here. Step right up: entry is free: and the grub aint bad 

either." 

As a result of this sales technique, soon a rubber bung couple arrived... 

 

...and were politely told to go poke themselves in the eye:- they weren't getting into the 

building even if they, "promised to perform the Can-Can for the Robot Ticket 

Collectors and write out a cheque for one million Pluggentos as well!" 

The same thing occurred when some Air Freshener Caps turned up for a day's 

entertainment... 

 

Perhaps surprisingly they all took this affront well, especially when Mister Pong made 

them doubly aware of his 'breakfast special' by shouting: “Oi: you lot: get your useless 

carcasses in here!” 



 

But things quickly escalated when a tour bus turned up unexpectedly, and its occupants 

had only one thing on their mind... 

 

"What do you flaming mean?" Some well-spoken Iberian's inquired. "We've pre-paid. 

We're coming in, Señor: like it or not." 

But the Robot Ticket Collectors - despite their permanent smiles - were pre-

programmed and adamant in their denial, and so the entire group felt compelled to 

squeeze themselves into the deli... 

 



...which really made Yu-Wah fed up, because there wasn't enough room for her to 

perform her legendary 'Dance of the Ancients’ Frilly Panties'. 

But then more earplugs arrived and tempers became uber-frayed... 

 

"You're all flipping dingbats." One of the Robot Ticket Collectors shouted above the 

din. "Can't you get it through your thick heads that you aren't coming in? It's too 

dangerous, you bunch of mindless wallies!" 

Meanwhile, up in his ivory tower, a curator, by the name of Bubbly Salterton, noticed 

the distant fracas below. 

 

"Oh dear," he said, "I s'pose I'll have to call the police." 



So he did, and before very long Police Constable Salisbury Wilts arrived on the scene - 

and not a moment too soon either because people were beginning to fall over with 

rage… 

 

He was joined by Bubbly Salterton, and together they reinforced the Robot Ticket 

Collectors line… 

 

"Now what's going on here?" Police Constable Salisbury Wilts roared above the tumult 

as he grimaced menacingly. "I've never seen such a bunch of noisy bleeders." 



"Yeah," a rather confident Bubbly Salterton supported the police officer in his smarmy 

way, "you make the devil of a racket. Riff-raff like you should be locked up in the 

village stocks and have rotten tomatoes and other rancid vegetables thrown at you." 

This final statement was too much for the aggrieved crowd. Without hesitation they 

swore loudly and started knocking the Robot Ticket Collectors over... 

 

"Oh darn it," Bubbly wailed, "me and my big mouth. Officer Wilts; do something!" 

So P.C Wilts did the only thing that he could under the terrifying circumstances. He 

opened the door and let everyone in.... 

 



"Well I think that went quite well." Bubbly observed. "At least I got away without 

getting my underpants rearranged by an unruly mob!" 

 

P.C Wilts didn't respond straight away: he hadn't been quite so fortunate. 

Chapter 3 

Whilst all this unpleasantness was occurring at the main entrance - elsewhere in the 

Museum of Future Technology Plopper O'Hooligan was still trying to find a secluded 

spot where he could do two of two things; namely cure the discomfort in his bladder and 

have eat his cake with Belinda Nose-Guard… 

 



…but obviously not at the same time: that would be disgusting. To this end he led his 

girlfriend into a dark, mysterious, tunnel… 

 

"Oooh-er," Linda said nervously, "are you sure this is safe? It looks a bit like a space 

rift or one of them things what Magnuss Earplug fell into." 

"A trans-dimensional conduit, you mean?" Plopper answered in surprise as they 

trudged ever onwards. "Nah, it's just a maintenance tunnel with a bright light at the 

other end.... 

 

I'm kind ‘a hoping that we find a urinal there." Then he quickly added: "Oh yes, and 

somewhere to rest your dainty buttocks whilst I set up the dining table. Somewhere 

without thistles, stinging nettles, CCTV cameras, or rusty barbed wire." 



Then, as suddenly as they'd entered the seemingly endless tunnel, they were free and 

could breathe more easily… 

 

And there before him stood the edifice of Plopper's dreams. "Praise be to the Saint of 

All Earplugs;" he cried out with relief, "a public lavatory!" 

Shortly after that Plopper felt able to lead Belinda with more confidence as they 

perambulated about inside (what was obviously a replacement-in-waiting for) Fort 

Balderdash... 

 

…where they encountered a very rare breed of advanced servomechanism: a Museum 

Robot Guide... 

 



"Hey, guys," it said cheerfully, "you look kind ‘a lost." 

So, with no better plan of his own, Plopper spilled his guts to the servo-mechanism. 

Shortly the Robot Guide studied to two young earplugs for a moment. When it next 

spoke, its choice of words were truly awesome:  “Your chick's real ugly, man." It said. 

"I'm telling ya now; when you are half-way through that flagon of ale, you're gonna 

suddenly realise that you made a big mistake, dude. Know what I'm trying say? You're 

gonna go as limp as a month-old lettuce; and she could be left mentally scarred for life. 

But don't you worry none - especially you, Belinda. I can take care of this sort of thing: 

follow me." 

This unexpected turn of events surprised both earplugs to such an extent that they did 

as they were bid without question... 

 

...though Plopper held some serious doubts inside his both his head and his heart. 

"Voila." The Robot Guide said as they arrived at their destination, which was 

apparently a crashed space buggy that had clearly made contact with the ramparts of 

Fort Balderdash - and come off second best… 

 



"I don't understand."  Plopper said in a vaguely complaining whine. "How can a 

crashed space buggy possibly make Belinda more attractive? Not that I think she’s 

unattractive, you must understand.” 

The Robot Guide’s response to Plopper's question shook both Plopper and (to a lesser 

degree) Belinda to the core of their being. "Take a look at this: it's the atomic motor - 

with the shielding busted open,” it said, “and it’s letting out all those weirdo rays." 

 

Plopper's heart sank: he knew he was doomed - and still hungry too! His mouth sagged, 

and his stomach rumbled. 

"Hey," the Robot Guide cried out when it noticed Plopper's despondency, "Did ya 

think I was playing some sick kinda joke on ya ‘all? Nah; trust me. Belinda, you'd look 

kinda sweet in a hat; why don't cha try it on for size?" 

"No!" Plopper wailed in horror at the thought of his girlfriend’s brain getting fried by 

radiation. But it was too late.  

"Ooh," Linda sighed, "it makes me feel really strange. I'm all irradiated." 

 



Plopper was amazed. A smile formed upon his fearful countenance. He even popped on 

his emergency nuclear fall-out helmet - just for fun. 

But more amazing things were about to happen. Well one more amazing thing anyway... 

 

"Holy cow!" Plopper exploded. "You're gorgeous. I won't have to place a brown paper 

bag over your head when we’re in company, or take you to visit my parents whilst 

they’re asleep!" 

"Aint that atomic radiation a humdinger?" The Robot Guide said with a cyber-smile in 

its voice. 

The others agreed, and before long the Robot Guide was guiding the young earplugs 

back to the main building, where they planned to rent a room in one of the cheaper 

motels, and have lunch served to them – preferably on the balcony that overlooked the 

pool. It appeared to be the happiest ending ever... 

 

But appearances can be deceptive. 



Chapter 4 

Meanwhile, deeper inside the Museum of Future Technology, Ballington the Cork God 

had fumbled his way up Big Fat Sandy Mountain, where he encountered its sole 

inhabitant... 

 

"Hello, how pleased I am to welcome you to the summit of my mountain.” The 

aforementioned sole occupant welcomed the huge cork. “My name is Muir. Sir Dodger 

Muir. I expect you've heard of me: I used to be a very popular actor on both television 

and in the movies. I was knighted for services to the Promotion of Eloquence and 

Ownership of Handsome Symmetrical Faces. Would you care to meet my two guests 

who are staying over for a couple of nights? The large one is Valerie Kitoff, the famous 

thimble film star: the more diminutive one is Chuck Trunnion - the equally famous 

sweet chef - better known as the Dessert Warrior."  

 

Ballington didn't give a damn who or what Sir Dodger, Valerie, or Chuck were. He said 

as much - even though he was feeling hungry, and the thought of a nice dessert almost 

forced him to act more pleasantly than was normal for him. But he couldn't back-track 

now: it was too late. Already Valerie was looking annoyed; and Sir Dodger had raised a 

disapproving eyebrow… 



 

"I'm sorry," Sir Dodger said sternly, "but such crassness must not go unpunished. 

You..." 

He would have said more, but Ballington had donned his mind-control helmet, and was 

even now attempting to take control of the ageing actor's rather frail body. 

"Mind the knees," Sir Dodger said, as he fought for control of his gross motor 

functions, "they're a bit creaky." 

It was clear to anyone watching that Sir Dodger was up kaka creek without an outboard 

motor. Beads of sweat broke out upon his ageing forehead, which ran down his face and 

finally dripped from the end of his perfectly formed nose. Fortunately for all concerned 

- with the exception of Ballington of course - Valerie Kitoff was like any other thimble: 

he never went anywhere without at least two land mines secreted about his person. So 

within seconds he'd whipped a couple from inside his voluminous underpants, and 

tossed them to the ground at Ballington's feet... 

 

"Holy heck," Ballington yelped as his attempts to take control of Sir Dodger evaporated 

- much like the morning dew before the radiant heat of a blast furnace, "are you 

insane?" 



With that question echoing off Big Fat Sandy Mountain’s many cliff faces, Ballington 

ran like heck... 

 

"And don't come back." Chuck Trunnion yelled at Ballington's receding back. "Next 

time I'll dip your head in a scalding soufflé!" 

"An inspired move, Valerie, my old chum." Sir Dodger congratulated his friend. 

"Da," Valerie responded. "Lucky I forgot to arm them. If I had, we’d have be blown to 

smithereens by now" 

Having made his way quickly from Big Fat Sandy Mountain, Ballington found himself 

upon the Woven Expanse. Puzzled by his failure with Sir Dodger, he once more placed 

his mind-control helmet upon his huge head, and tried to influence some passers-by... 

 



But unless he caught their eye, they all seemed to pay him no attention whatsoever - 

even the junior curator, Pinkie Stinkerton. So he tried it on the singer, Beeki Spitoon, 

and her new beau - session-musician - Hugh P'jama... 

 

But Beeki's mind was taken entirely with learning the lyrics to the latest Trumptations 

song; and Hugh was playing a funky bass line that only he could hear. So Ballington 

collared a singleton weightlifter, who just happened to be a history nut, and who had 

been recently studying Ballington's lust for glory... 

 

"Oh, I'm such a fan of yours." She said. "Can I touch you – just to make sure that 

you’re not a figment of my over-active imagination?" 



Ballington gave up, and tossed his helmet aside. "If you must." He said with a sigh. 

Later, the supposedly mighty Cork God made his way to some of the outlying buildings 

of the Museum of Future Technology where he suggested that an Iberian earplug also 

touch him - but without success… 

 

So he grimaced into the morning sun that streamed through a high-level window… 

 

"What a useless god-like being I am." He grumbled as he bemoaned his situation. "I've 

allowed one weightlifter to derail me. And I repulsed a nobody Iberian earplug. Well no 

more!" 

With that Ballington strode purposefully to a nearby Earplug Transfer Conduit Station 

and demanded that the two 'female' silver mechanical androids (who stood there 

waiting to travel somewhere totally unimportant and frivolous) become his followers… 



 

"We are sorry," the androids said in unison, "but we are not programmed to believe in 

deities. We are afraid that we must refuse your demand, and politely tell you to go flip 

yourself backwards – preferably from the top of the Scarlet Tower." 

For a moment Ballington was bereft. All his plans were turning to Plugmutt dung 

before his eyes. He considered returning in defeat to Henhouse Island. Then, at a most 

opportune time, and with its recent success uppermost in its cybernetic mind, the Robot 

Guide happened by... 

 

"Well how-dee-do," it said to Ballington cheerfully, "how's it hanging, bro?" 

Ballington was socially out-of-date. The guide’s turn of phrase was new to him. "Do you 

refer to my nose?" He inquired gruffly. 

In response to a question that made no sense to it, the Robot Guide then explained its 

function within the Museum of Future Technology. Subsequently hope blossomed 

within the barrel-like chest of the huge cork. "Show me." He said. 

And so Ballington's plan became rejuvenated. He didn't have a follower exactly; but at 

least someone was following someone else, so it was a good start… 



 

But, whilst a would-be god continued upon his quest for sovereignty; two of the 

Museum of Future Technology's greatest heroes - those being Rudi and Valentine 

Earplug -  decided to get their backsides into gear, and investigate the extent of the 

Time Storm problem. Their first act was to ride out to the Woven Expanse in their two-

earplug runabout... 

 

"What do you think we'll find bro?" Valentine shouted rearward from the driving 

position. 

Rudi thought back to their recent study in the cemetery... 

 



"An abundance of verdant foliage." Rudi replied. "Stuff grows like heck during Time 

Storms." 

But the elder brother couldn't have been more wrong... 

 

"It's the original mould problem again." Rudi said in a concerned tone. 

But the tone became more than concerned when they found a huge tear in the fabric of 

space/time... 

 

"Argh!" Valentine was heard to yell when Rudi explained the ramifications of the 

discovery. "You mean...?" He began. Then he was mightily relieved that the runabout 

could convert into a boat because a time storm chose that moment to strike, and the 

Woven Expanse became suddenly inundated... 



 

"Rudi, my man," he said, "my brain might be huger than yours; but you have the 

greatest intellect. I would never have expected this." 

Then something happened that even caught Rudi unawares everything went wonky, 

and it appeared that space/time itself was pixelating… 

 

"I don't like it, Rudi." Valentine whimpered in a most unheroic fashion. "Either 

explain it to me; or make it go away." 

But before Rudi could respond they found themselves upon a small island... 

 



…which dried out quicker that a damp pair of knickers in a tumble dryer... 

 

This gave Rudi an idea, and very quickly they rowed to the shore of the nearest 

permanent lake - the aptly named Crystal Sea… 

 

"Just as I thought." Rudi growled. "Time has accelerated evolution. The perfectly pure 

waters are contaminated with red algae. This water is deadly to earplugs!" 

"You mean..?" Valentine hesitated to ask the question. 

"That's right," Rudi replied to the unspoken question, "all public urinals might have to 

be closed!" 

So, a short while later they tested the public urinals in the only way they knew. "No, 

that's fine." Rudi announced. "Panic over." 

 



But if they'd remained just five seconds longer... 

 

"Cripes," the next user yelped as his wife waited patiently beside him... 

 

...look what the washing basin splash-back's done to my skin. I'll have to visit Accident 

and Emergency, quickly followed my lawyers. Do you have a camera handy? This 

urinal should be closed forthwith!" 

But whether Rudi and Valentine were aware of this event, it mattered not: they'd seen 

enough. Especially when their forward progress was slowed dramatically...by a floor 

that seemed to be melting with age... 



 

"That's it..." Rudi snapped. "Time to make things happen!" 

 

So, after they'd extricated themselves from the metallic mire, they went straight to the 

Tunnel Temporale - and the Time Techs from the future who had insisted on keeping 

the defective time machine operative… 

 



"Oi, you meddling morons." Rudi began, as he knocked the welding helmet from one of 

the Time Tech's head... 

 

..."you either shut this thing down; or you watch us do it for you." 

Naturally the Time Techs did not react well to be spoken to in such a manner - 

especially by two ‘dumbos’ who didn't know one end of a screwdriver from the handle 

of a circular sander. "Bog off, you cerebral midget." The head Time Tech hissed… 

 

Then the Tunnel Temporale self-activated and all thoughts of belligerence evaporated. 

"Flipping heck - there's something coming through." Rudi gasped. "Quick, Val: run!" 

 No sooner had the heroic hero-earplugs, Rudi and Valentine, fled the scene, when some 

new arrivals appeared from the entrance of the Tunnel Temporale… 

 



"Oh cripes, we're toast." The head Time Tech groaned under his breath. 

"Future Robotic Security Guards?" The second-in command Time Tech wailed. 

"FuRoboSecGuas!" The runt of the Time Tech litter screamed. "For god's sake - 

why?"  

The leading FuRoboSecGua introduced itself: "I am Red Five. My compadres and I 

have come from the future to help clean up the mess in which this era finds itself mired. 

We will now leave you to your unenviable task of maintaining a dysfunctional Tunnel 

Temporale, and go take a look-see around this old dump." 

 

The Time Techs breathed a sigh of relief as the FuRoboSecGuas departed, and who 

soon had their cybernetic noses into everything... 

 

"Nice view." Red Five opined to the other FuRoboSecGuas. "Not sure about the fake 

old shack behind us. A tad pretentious methinks." 



But when it spotted a red warning light on the Security Records computer, 

metaphorical alarm bells began ringing, and it felt duty bound to investigate... 

 

Meanwhile, and contrary to their hopes, the Time Techs hadn't been left alone, because 

Major Flaccid and several goons from T.W.I.T had come visiting... 

 

"We don't like what's been going on, do ya hear me?" The Major opened. "These Time 

Storms are playing merry hell with law and order. The inhabitants of the Museum of 

Future Technology are smelling-up their pants with fear. And constant doubt that 

they'll cease to exist from one moment to the next has driven some to the very edge of 

insanity. Personally I've changed my underpants twice already, and I don't have a third 

pair!"  

"Just get to the sodding point," the lead Time Tech demanded, "you silly being, you." 



For a second Sergeant Blob thought that his commanding officer would explode with 

indignation. He was already in the dog house over the chip pan fire incident, and he 

really didn't want Major Flaccid any angrier that he was already. "Our scanner's 

busted." The end cap confessed. "We wanna see yours. If you don't say yes, we're gonna 

beat you up and stick your heads down the toilet." 

Well with that form of persuasion ranged against them, the Time Techs were absolutely 

delighted to allow the agents of T.W.I.T access to their scanner, which showed people 

waiting at a mag-lift train station - even though all trains had been cancelled due to 

their sudden disappearance into another era... 

 

And Rudi and Valentine discovering the pollution in the Crystal Sea… 

 

"Is this a recording?" Flaccid inquired. "Those two guys called us about the pollution 

over twenty minutes ago!" 

"No," the junior Time Tech replied, "it's a live feed." 

"But how can this be so?" The confused military leader spluttered. 



"What can I say?" The Time Tech head answered. "Like your scanner, time itself is 

turned upon its head." 

Flaccid's fury returned with a vengeance. He dragged the Time Techs into the Office of 

Temporal Mechanics, where he placed them before a huge wall chart full of numbers 

and stuff that he didn't understand…   

 

"That," he growled, "is everything that's either known, or theorised upon, concerning 

time travel. You sort this out, or we'll be back to sort you out!" 

Whilst the Time Techs quaked in their futuristic boots, Seamus O’Soddit, his wife - the 

lovely Vulga, and the other Peat-Boggers (that had been accidentally carried by the 

Tunnel Temporale to the Museum of Future Technology, several days earlier, from an 

Eleventh Century Irish peat bog) had taken to heart the Spindlie’s warning that they 

should either return to the peat bog - or be exterminated... 

 

So whilst the Time Techs fretted over the huge mathematical wall chart - under the 

watchful gaze of several agents of T.W.I.T that Flaccid had left behind when he 

departed for the Twit headquarters of Swottan Hetty... 



 

...the Peat-Boggers had stolen into the Tunnel Temporale; punched in the temporal co-

ordinates; and pressed the big button marked 'Go'. So, seconds later... 

 

"Oh, can't you just tell - by the smell of the air, wife – that we’re home?" Seamus yelled 

gleefully. 

"Rotting vegetation and brackish water." The lovely Vulga replied. "I love it!” 

Then everyone noticed that she was wearing the pudding hat that had been given to her 

by the Italian Hat-Wearing team... 



 

"Oh, female," Seamus wailed, "don't you know that it's an ill omen to bring something 

of that terrible place they called the Museum of Future Technology to this tragically 

technologically backward era?" 

"Sorry." The lovely Vulga said - and cast the pudding hat aside - before spitting upon 

it... 

 

"Well I'm sure there's no damage done, so there isn't.” Seamus said. “Let's go home." 

So before long the Peat-Boggers began their trek back to the encampment from which 

they'd departed several days earlier on an adventure beyond either (or any) of their 

imaginations... 

 



They'd seen their first computer… 

 

They'd been hunted by rogue sentinel robots, and had threatened to eat some frightened 

rubber bungs that cowered beneath a pleasant bridge… 

 

They'd been abducted and placed in suspended animation… 

 

And hidden inside a flying saucer…  



 

But now they were back and sadly things weren't going quite as swimmingly as Seamus 

had hoped. Peat-Bogger Knobby had always liked forests, and had spent an inordinate 

amount of time in the Museum's arboretum. Now a nearby copse that no one could 

recall ever seeing before called to him like a siren song. And so he dropped out of line 

and disappeared inside the inviting dark wood… 

 

Later still... 

 

"Does anyone remember a highly reflective lake being here before?" Seamus inquired. 

"I'm blowed if I do!" 



And later still the peat-bog seemed to slowly transform into scrubland… 

 

"You've taken the wrong route, you big daft twit!" The lovely Vulga complained. 

This supposition seemed well supported when the land turned to arid semi-desert... 

 

"I'm following the sodding sun." Seamus snapped angrily. "Either it's moved, or 

something's happened to our beloved peat-bog!" 

And both these suggestions were equally well supported when they chanced upon a high 

hedgerow… 

 



"If there's one thing that I can't stand, it's a blinking hedgerow." Seamus growled. 

"You always have to walk around the bleeders!" 

And when they actually walked around this particular 'bleeder' they discovered an area 

of arable land... 

 

Worse still, there were people farming it. 

"Flipping end caps!" Seamus exploded. "Look at ‘em. I never could stand the little 

monsters." 

"Eat them, Seamus." The lovely Vulga screamed. "Eat them now!" 

Seamus considered this for a moment. He then decided, instead, to engage them in 

conversation: "What are you bunch of bleeders doing in my peat bog?" He roared. 

If Seamus had expected the end caps to be cowed by his opening verbal volley, he was to 

be sorely disappointed. It seemed that the peat-boggers arrival had been anticipated, 

and one of the end caps, by the name of Crud, was dispatched from his duties to lead 

them to the office of the new owner of the eleventh century Irish peat bog... 

 



And it wasn't a task that he relished. 

Chapter 5 

Seamus, the lovely Vulga, and the remaining Peat-Boggers, followed Crud over a 

distance so vast that it seriously tested both their mettle and the modern shoes that 

they'd stolen from the Time Tech's lockers. And it took an interminable amount of time 

too… 

 

"Flip me over a cliff and send me crashing to the rocks below, this is boring." Seamus 

complained. "If we don't find Mister Big soon...well I'll have to devour Crud, and guess 

the rest of the way there." 

Naturally this threat had the desired effect, and Crud picked up the pace so much so 

that soon they were running full-pelt into an area that had clearly been levelled in 

preparation for the construction of buildings. In fact some outer walls had already been 

erected… 

 



"I’ve found that I do like massive foundations." The lovely Vulga stated as she pursued 

the menfolk across the hard ground. "Firm, preferably: with extensive buttressing." 

Then she wasn't quite as sure of herself when a large wattle and daub edifice (that could 

only be best described as a 'flipping big building') hove into view. This feeling of 

insecurity was exacerbated when Crud had them climb upon it… 

 

"The materials are basic and organic," Seamus observed - probably unnecessarily, "but 

I can't help thinking that the flipping architecture could be described as synonymous 

with that horrible Museum of Future Technology." 

And when they followed Crud down a rickety wooden spiral staircase to the basement, 

his assertion appeared proven... 

 



"I've seen this bunch of sods before." The Lovely Vulga said in alarm. "Two bunches of 

sods actually!" 

One of the 'bunch of sods' stepped forward to speak: 

 

"I knew you'd turn up eventually.” Mister Zinc said to his ‘guests’. “It was just a 

matter of time before someone tired of your ignorance, belligerence and stupid accents, 

and threw you back into the river of time, so-to-speak. My name is Mister Zinc. I was 

banished to this grotty era a few days ago. Beside me stands my android girlfriend, 

Blue, whom, I might add, has an enormous appetite for air freshener caps. Behind me 

are my lieutenants - the Eco Warriors - Captain Verde, Shiny-dome Dom, and Bug-eyed 

Bud." 

"Nice it be to meet with you." The Eco-Warriors said ineloquently and with a cheery 

wave. 

Seamus would have said something in response, but he shut his mealy mouth when 

Mister Zinc continued... 

 



"I've spent my entire time here bringing this era up to date as-it-were. In fact I’ve been 

so busy that I have yet to find the time to visit the rudimentary toilet that Blue 

constructed at the end of the garden. I've used all my knowledge of clever stuff and 

skills in the manipulation of both materials and minds to advance the technology of this 

era to something approaching that of the milieu from whence I came. I have a long way 

to go, of course, and now I find that I must trade with my neighbours if I am to take this 

former peat bog to the next level of development." 

Seamus interrupted: "What, ya shiny-bonced bleeder - you're developing my peat bog? 

Not if I have anything to do with it, you aint!" 

But Seamus quickly fell silent when the Eco-Warriors rattled their crossbows 

menacingly. 

"Not exactly hi-tech, I admit." Mister Zinc said, as he eyed the weaponry that he'd 

developed only that morning before breakfast. "But very effective over short distances. 

I'm having some crystals delivered this evening: I'm hoping to use them as a power 

source for directed energy beam weapons after tea this evening. To cut a long story 

short: I need peat cutters, and I need them tomorrow morning. My end cap farmers, 

whom I introduced to drainage, soil tilling, and the advantageous use of slurry, are 

useless at it. So, I'm sorry to say, from this moment on, you must consider yourselves - 

not only to be my captives - but also my slaves." 

Before Seamus could form a coherent thought, Mister Zinc turned to Captain Verde, 

and said: "Okay, you can take them away now. Make sure the shackles are hard and 

unyielding." 

And so the peat-boggers were led away into a life of potential abject misery... 

 



Chapter 6 

During the time that Seamus and the Peat-Boggers were discovering that life in eleventh 

century Ireland wasn't quite the walk in the park they'd expected, Ballington the Cork 

God had followed the Robot Guide all the way to the recently completed, and 

thoroughly re-booted, Fort Balderdash... 

 

"Very nice." He said. "Why are we here?" 

"A guy like you needs followers." The Robot Guide replied. "And I think I might have 

two useful candidates. They're very impressionable, and they have some political clout." 

Ballington was intrigued. "I'm intrigued." He said, as he wondered where the dozy 

buggers could be hiding. "Where are the dozy…I mean inquiring persons…hiding?" 

In response the Robot Guide gave a whistle. Moments later two figures appeared from 

inside one of the fortress' minor structures... 

 



"Meet Prince Bucky and Princess Beatnik." The Robot said, by way of introduction. 

"They're conducting a clandestine study of the Museum of Future Technology 

incognito. It's for a college course that they're trying to complete." 

Turning to Prince Bucky and Princess Beatnik, he said: "Kids, I know that neither of 

you want to ascend to the crown, but want to do something useful with your lives: well 

here's your chance. Meet Ballington - the Cork God." 

 

With the departure of the Robot Guide, Ballington was initially at a loss for what to do 

with the young royals. He could hold them to ransom of course; but he couldn't think 

how that would help him take power - except perhaps to buy his way to the top with 

bribes and underhand deals. Then he remembered his limited ability to control the flow 

of time. 

Princess Beatnik, meanwhile, spoke into the lengthening silence: "Are you really a 

god?" She asked. 

Ballington reanimated. "You bet your cute little butt I am." He replied. "Watch this." 

With that he moved the new Fort Balderdash to a future time when it was no longer 

used as a fake desert garrison… 

.  



"Cool." Prince Bucky said as he shivered in the fridged winter air. 

"There's more." Ballington said through an invisible smile. "You aint seen nothing 

yet." He then slowly took the immediate area forward in time to an era when some 

T.W.I.T soldiery were due to endure winter manoeuvres… 

 

…where Ballington worked more of his temporal ‘magic’… 

 

"Hey," the acting T.W.I.T Sergeant exclaimed. "How the heck did we get here so 

quickly? We were just clambering off the transport hover plank - when 'pow', time 

seemed to telescope forward, and all that damned route marching rubbish, we were 

supposed to do, didn't happen. But here we are. Wow. Cool!" Then he noticed the 

young members of the royal family. "Hey, did you do this?" He asked excitedly.  



Prince Bucky was equally impressed. "No." He replied. "It was the Cork God known as 

Ballington. Wasn’t that fab!" 

Ballington addressed the soldiery: "Do you like it here?" He inquired. After receiving 

several shakes of numerous heads, he asked knowingly: "Would you like to go to a 

warmer era?"  

The shakes turned to nods of affirmation. So seconds later... 

 

"Man," the acting Sergeant said in an impressed tone, as he shook off his winter 

fatigues and looked around himself, "this is how Fort Balderdash should be. You sure 

got my vote." 

"And ours." The Prince and Princess said as one. 

So it was a very satisfied Ballington who led his first followers away from the sandy soil 

of Fort Balderdash. Now, he believed, it was merely a matter of time... 

 



Meanwhile, whilst all this stuff was happening in either the eleventh century, or at the 

Museum of Future Technology: in the Gravity Well, down which Magnuss and Hair-

Trigger Provost were supposed to be falling on their way home... 

 

...hallucinations were beginning to take their toll. 

"Oh, Magnuss," Hair-Trigger screamed in mental agony, "I think I'm going mad!" 

Magnuss was doing little better. He was clinging on to his sanity with his metaphorical 

fingernails. He wasn't sure what was real any more - including himself. To help regain 

his mental stability, he fell back on an old maxim: "I think, therefore I am!" He shouted 

into the silent vortex through which he and his friend either fell or didn't fall. 

"I think I'm going mad," Hair-Trigger responded, "therefore I am going mad!" 

This was the mental anchor that Magnuss needed. "Hairy - grab my hand." He called. 

In a moment he felt Hair-Trigger's hand slip between his fingers. And a split second 

later... 

 



And a further split second later, the heroic twosome arrived at a destination… 

 

"Where are we?" Hair-Trigger asked in a whisper. 

"I'm not certain that we're anywhere." Magnuss answered cryptically. 

Hair-Trigger understood. "How can you be so certain about your uncertainty?" She 

asked reasonably enough. 

"Because," Magnuss replied in a hushed tone, "every time I release a nervous fart, it 

appears behind us in the form of a metal disc." 

"You certainly do fart a lot.” Hair-Trigger informed Magnuss. “This place reminds me 

of the Museum of Future Technology."  

Magnuss began a reply; but suddenly his thoughts were interrupted when he and Hair-

Trigger appeared to have landed upon a broken ice floe... 

 



"What the heck?" Magnuss managed. 

Then puzzlement turned to joy when... 

 

"Rudi!" Magnuss called out in desperation. "Val. Love the teeth!" 

But as quickly as the apparition had appeared, all too quickly it faded away - to be 

replaced with... 

 

"Thimbles?" A puzzled Hair-Trigger said. "Do we know any thimbles?" 



"Well we did meet those two with the land mines." An equally perplexed Magnuss 

replied. 

"Oh yeah." Hair-Trigger said as she recalled their earlier adventure when a thimble 

had used a land mine to blow open a door for them… 

 

And Magnuss recalled the time when another thimble saved them by inserting a 

pursuing (and evil) Black Hatter somewhere very dark indeed... 

 

"Nah," Magnuss said, shaking his head in negation, "it must be a mirage, or a product 

of our fevered imaginations." 

But then one member of the joint apparition spoke... 



 

"No, we really are here." The smaller thimble said. "We're inter-dimensional travellers. 

We travel all over the Multiverse. But something odd seems to have happened. There's 

some sort of interference in space/time. We've been stalled here for hours." 

"We're Klapp and Klappometer Neutron, by the way." The larger thimbles spoke for 

the first time with an impressive baritone that would have shaken free loose plaster - 

had they not been standing upon an imaginary ice floe.  

Magnuss introduced himself, and Hair-Trigger did likewise. "So what happens now?" 

Magnuss asked hopefully. 

"All being well," Klapp answered, "if we combine forces and thereby unbalance 

the…er…balance of space/time hereabouts, it should kick-start the gravity well engine 

again." 

"If you don't mind making physical contact, that is." Klappometer said with a trace of 

concern in her voice. 

"No-no; not at all." Hair-Trigger answered on Magnuss's behalf. "Just as long as 

you’ve bathed recently: I have an intolerance to body odour. An intolerance that is 

almost legendary in its extent, and cannot be subdued." 

So the four lost souls took up station beside one another… 

 



…and within a few seconds they were once more upon their way... 

 

But, whilst events were proving advantageous for Magnuss and Co, things were rapidly 

disintegrating for the head of museum security, RoboSecGua, as the four 

FuRoboSecGuas invaded the security suite without permission or warning… 

 

"How the hell did you lot get in here?" He demanded of the interlopers. "Bog off, 

before I call Security." 



"You are Security, you half-wit mechanism." Red Five responded. 

In that moment RoboSecGua felt fear for the first time in his existence. It knew, without 

doubt, that these four FuRoboSecGuas were superior to itself in every way possible, 

with the exception of its huge nose. So, thrusting its olfactory array straight ahead it 

tried to run away... 

 

But the FuRoboSecGuas were far too fast for it and its lumbering undercarriage and 

low-slung inspection hatch. Moments later they had RoboSecGua wired to a data 

retrieving device... 

 

"You have no right to do this." The cybernetic public servant ranted. "I'm the 

RoboSecGua for this era!" 

"We have every right." White Seven replied. "You've been negligent in your task. 

We're here to extract the evidence, and return to the future with it." 

"Whatta ya mean?" RoboSecGua roared. "I've done a flipping brilliant job here. I'm 

the Robot Security Guard who helped the Earplug Brothers when they first arrived by 

saving them from K’Plank the Space Wanderer, whom you know was a rotten egg at 



the time. It was the Earplug Brothers who saved the Museum of Future Technology 

from alien invasion from hyper-space. Ergo, I did a cracking job!" 

"We know our history." Beige Fourteen snarled robotically. "We also know that you've 

mucked up on several occasions since." 

"Yeah," Black Twelve joined the conversation, "and now we're gonna prove it." 

"By extracting it from my memory nodes?" RoboSecGua cried out. "But if you extract 

it, I won't remember a thing. I'll be a blank canvas. It'll be like starting all over again. 

All my heroic stuff will have been for nought!" 

"Tough luck." Red Five said as the switch was flicked to begin the procedure. “Ya 

should have thought of that when ya messed up.” 

 

Fortunately for RoboSecGua someone had both the wit and guts to throw the circuit 

breaker that fed power to the data retrieving device. That 'someone' was actually three 

'someones' - in the form of his security team, which included EvilRoboSecGua, who 

came barging in through a side door, hurling insults and making threats… 

 



But what none of them knew, or had any inkling of, was that the FuRoboSecGuas could 

utilize electro-magnetic power to control their quarry with waves of invisible force. 

Instantly the three-would-be saviours were immobilized, and the most vociferous of 

them had its olfactory array placed in a nose-clamp... 

 

Thereafter they were told to go and sit in the corner to watch images of RoboSecGua's 

errors, misjudgements, and misdemeanours appeared upon a huge screen... 

 

Firstly there was the case of his security guards turning their backs when some pretty 

earplugs came through customs with contraband stuffed inside their handbags… 

 



"What?" EvilRoboSecGua yelled from the corner. "That didn't happen. That's a 

recording of an alternate reality that was seen on an exhibit in Eyewash Station before 

it self-destructed!" 

"Exactly." Red Five responded. "It self-destructed. Exhibits shouldn't self-destruct: 

everyone knows that. And there's this monstrosity..." 

 

"How many times has RoboSecGua lost its temper?" Beige Fourteen asked.  

But the superior robot received no response because the head RoboSecGua’s thought 

processes were interrupted: "Watch this." Black Twelve instructed the watching 

RoboSecGuas… 

 

"Those are slurry workers." EvilRoboSecGua complained. "They're very stupid. 

RoboSecGua caught them blowing bubbles in the museum excrement treatment plant. 

It merely shouted very loudly at them: it didn't toss them into the plops, or anything 

quite so violent." 



"Yeah?" White Seven sneered. "What about this, then... 

 

...RoboSecGua showing some zombies a piece of incredibly dangerous ancient 

technology that almost brought ruin. And that's not all... 

 

...your boss also allowed an enemy future-robot to follow its every move from the safety 

of a Cone of Invisibility. If it hadn't been for the Earplug Brothers, the whole of future 

history could have been changed." 

Red Five took up the narrative of accusation: "And what about the time when it blew 

off in the visible spectrum… 



 

And the time when it blew ghastly bubbles out of its rear vent.... 

 

And of course the time when it did the impossible: It actually excreted something that 

resembled used tea leaves!" 

 



"Blame the Sentinel Robot's Mesmeric Wave." EvilRoboSecGua argued. "We had no 

defence against it. No one did - except the Earplug Brothers and their psychic shield." 

"Yeah, okay," Red Five wasn't quite as dismissive of the argument that 

EvilRoboSecGua had expected, "but can you explain this?"   

 

None of the Security Team responded at first. Eventually the most junior of them 

ventured: "We're not programmed to torture Spanish earplugs: It must be something 

else happening. I just don't know what it is." 

And so the mental torture continued... 

 

Meanwhile Rudi and Valentine, in the hope of getting the PO9 2LY switched back on, 

and thereby negate the worst effects of the Tunnel Temporale's time storms, had 

decided to conduct some rabble-rousing... 



 

They'd held a meeting with some like-minded souls, and now they'd cast their chairs 

aside in a display of angry determination. They'd decided (in the hope of getting some 

public backing for their demands) to use Mister Stovepipe-Hat's hover pad emporium 

to perform a bit of soap box preaching to the masses… 

 

Meanwhile, whilst RoboSecGua suffered horribly and had his memory erased, 

Ballington encountered an end cap upon a low ceilinged walkway... 

 



Still reeling from the shock of finding his mind-bending talent blunted by earplug 

obstinacy, Ballington tried it upon the nameless end cap. First he made it pull a silly 

face... 

 

Then he had it pretend to throw up... 

 

Pleased beyond measure, the would-be god introduced the idea into the simple 

creature's mind that it would look charming in a stupid hat... 

 



"Yes," he hissed gleefully, "I've still got it. I have the power! It's like riding a bicycle or 

going to the toilet: once you learn how, you never forget. Just a flipping pain in the rear 

end that it doesn't work on earplugs." 

So, in his attempt to gain more followers, Ballington called upon Prince Bucky and 

Beatrice Beatnik to introduce him to some of their subjects... 

 

"If you're really Prince Bucky and Beatrice Beatnik," a doubtful gardener scoffed, 

"where're ya poxy Royal Crowns?" 

Ballington was incensed. "How dare you - you doubting earplug! I'll show you not 

to...um...muck about with my beautiful royal’s cossetted egos."  

With that he used his limited talent for time-shifting and brought forward winter by 

several months... 

 

The gardener and others were highly impressed. However Simon Knights-Templar was 

more interested in the supposed royal teenager's identity. He said as much. So 

Ballington suggested that Bucky and Beatrice show their credentials... 



 

"Nice crowns. Cool." Simon said in an impressed tone. "Talking of which, my knees are 

huddling together for warmth so enthusiastically that they're in danger of merging into 

one huge leg. Can we time-shift back to when we were before, please?" 

So... 

 

"Right on!" Jesse Windblast yelled as a smile creased his pink visage. “The real deal.” 

"Where do I sign up?" The sewage worker inquired. 

Even the gardener seemed impressed. And, in that moment of minor triumph, 

Ballington knew that his army of followers had just grown by another four, as they 

followed him like a bunch of true acolytes... 



 

Five minutes into their speech, within Mister Stovepipe-Hat's hover pad emporium, 

Rudi and Valentine were in full rabble-rousing mode. They fairly spat venom, and 

urged the bile to rise in many an earplug throat. 

"Yeah," one witness to the occasion yelled... 

 

..."bleeders, every one of 'em. Let's get down off our piles of hover pads, and go kill 

‘em; dismember ‘em; and fry ‘em up for supper!" 



Neither Rudi nor Val had quite expected such a vociferous response. "Val," Rudi 

whispered from the side of his mouth, "I wasn't expecting such a vociferous response: 

whatta ya think?" 

Val shrugged his shoulders. "Go with it, bro." He replied. "Right on!" 

A short while later the three Time Techs were hurrying from the Tunnel Temporale  en 

route to the Nul-Space Generator - clearly upon some errand of utmost importance... 

 

...when they became aware of a group of earplugs approaching... 

 



"Flip!" The Time Tech leader exclaimed. 

Turning away, the trio realised that a second mob approached them from a different 

direction... 

 

"Cak!" He added. 

It was then, as a third mob appeared, that fear gripped his heart with a mighty fist, 

because he and his compatriots from the future were surrounded... 

 

…and heavily outnumbered… 



 

"Permission to wet my pants, sir?" The junior Time Tech inquired as the third group 

shambled closer. 

"Denied." His superior snapped. "I anticipated antipathy from these primitives: 

consequently I came equipped to this era with more futuristic ‘futuristic’ technology 

than they can handle."  

With those words still ringing in his underling's ears, the head Time Tech initiated the 

power-up of a device that he kept hidden in his advanced underpants. A split second 

later a personal deflector dome snapped into position around the three futurians… 

 

Naturally the angry mob of earplugs rushed forward to hammer upon the force-field, 

whilst hurling insults and threats... 



 

But it did no good: the dome was impregnable, and the three earplugs inside it were 

unfamiliar with many of the colloquialisms used against them, they were therefore 

immune to the harmful remarks… 

 

Meanwhile, inside the dome, the three Time Techs relaxed and poked out their tongues 

provocatively. They were tempted also to drop their trousers, and 'moon' at the mob 

outside too. But just as they were about to unbuckle their belts, something most 

unexpected happened... 

 



"How the hell did you get in here?" The head Time Tech demanded of the newcomer. 

"Let me introduce myself." The mystery earplug replied, as a man-hole cover rattled 

shut behind him, "I'm a relatively famous TV reporter by the name of Rupert Piles. If 

you grant me and my camera exclusive rights to cover all your activity whilst in the 

Museum of Future Technology, and thereby win an award and make my name in the 

industry, I'll get you out of this horrible mess." 

The Time Techs replied as one: "It's a deal." 

Chapter 7 

Whilst the Time Techs were encountering their unexpected saviour, in another part of 

the Museum of Future Technology, Doctor Snippentuck's favourite uncle, Baron 

Frankincense was busying himself (and his assistant Oigoor) by creating life from the 

combined remnants of the alien end cap bodies that had been unfortunate enough to 

have died during their disastrous invasion attempt several days earlier…   

 

He'd discovered that the end caps could be reanimated by the application of centrifugal 

force. Consequently he had them spinning around and around until their lungs became 

so crammed with oxygen that they had no choice but to cough; and as everyone knows, 

once an end cap (who has been pronounced 'dead') coughs, they've officially returned to 

life. Unfortunately for Baron Frankincense, his technique was almost too successful, 

because when he halted the experiment to take a leak, his assistant, Oigoor, naturally 

rushed to his aid... 

 



In doing so he took his eyes off the reanimated monstrosities. As a result of this the 

rather cheerful monsters had noticed that the back door of the laboratory had been left 

ajar, and promptly made a break for freedom... 

 

When Baron Frankincense realised he ground his teeth together in rage, and Oigoor 

was so mortified and self-abhorrent that he threw himself atop the reanimation device 

and offered himself up for destruction… 

 

Whilst Frankincense considered what punishment to administer, his monsters were also 

considering the direction in which they should flee/explore... 

 



Everywhere offered them excitement; but (they believed) one direction would offer so 

much excitement that they would almost explode with delight. Deciding in which 

direction they should now proceed required careful thought. So whilst they 

prevaricated, Frankincense raced off to get help from the recently shamed security 

force. He found a SubRoboSecGua in the art gallery of Anton Twerp... 

 

"What a load of garbage." The SubRoboSecGua said as it regarded a piece of abstract 

art. "I've seen better work produced by rubber bungs, using nothing more than their 

meaty buttocks and some strawberry jam." 

Baron Frankincense couldn't care less about the museum’s resident artist’s pretentious 

work: he simply told the former security guard all about his problem. Whilst he did so, 

the monsters had finally made up their disparate minds… 

 

"North." The former remains of a mothership Boiler Stoker said. 



"South." The pink Captain’s Coffee-Maker countered. 

"East." The rather battered-looking former Cabin Boy demanded. 

"Um...west?" The slightly squint-eyed Assault Trooper suggested uncertainly. 

By chance they happened to stand close to the Purple Path upon which they noted the 

passage of three zombies as they arrived in the museum from the cemetery and Knob 

Hill exhibit... 

 

So, as the SubRoboSecGua was recognising an opportunity to impress its new masters - 

the FuRoboSecGuas - it duly rushed from Anton Twerp's gallery saying: "By the 

utilization of deductive logic, I am certain that I know exactly where four formerly dead 

end caps would go in times of distress. Follow me."... 

 



But, sadly, its logic was flawed: the monsters were anything but distressed as they 

indulged their passion for al fresco dining – on this occasion in the zombie picnic spot... 

 

SubRoboSecGua had assumed that the monsters would return to the place from whence 

their cadavers had been stolen, by Oigoor – that being the cemetery. But when it got 

there it found the area devoid of either life or death. It was completely empty… 

 

"Blast!" It exclaimed. "I'll have to think of something else." So it did so - very quickly 

indeed. But as its super-fast cybernetic brain shifted into high gear, its quarry had 

finished their Cornish Pasties and Cream Soda... 



 

"Oh look," the former Assault Trooper squealed as his razor-sharp eyesight came into 

clear focus for the first time since he'd been kicked senseless by a gang of angry moped-

riding grandmothers several days previous, "a really big place!" 

 Well, it turned out that the 'really big place' was none other than the Woven Expanse, 

which, of course, is really big... 

 

Fortunately for them, the end caps from which the four monsters originated weren't 

afraid of wide open spaces. Nevertheless they instinctively 'clumped' together in the face 

of such immensity of scale... 



 

And as quickly as their sewn-together bodies would allow, they nipped across the 

expanse (and through the Wide Blue Yonder that lay beyond it) like a dose of salts, and 

finally entered the relative closeness of the arboretum... 

 

...where they could relax for a moment... 

 



...and play pass-the-parcel with an end cap proton bomb that had failed to explode 

during the unsuccessful invasion from hyperspace of several days earlier… 

 

"This looks vaguely familiar." The Assault Trooper mumbled as he paused to fondle 

the device. 

The others felt much the same way. "Yeah," they said, "I wonder if it's some sort of 

suppository?" 

Meanwhile, SubRoboSecGua felt certain that it was on the right track as Baron 

Frankincense and Oigoor followed it unquestioningly into a disused subterranean 

market place... 

 

"Flip, carp, K’Plank, and calamity!" The servomechanism bellowed angrily into 

cavernous building. "Logic has failed me miserably. Frankincense, you dozy twit, what 

would you have me do now?" 



Whilst the public servant ranted and raved, elsewhere others of its ilk were in for a rude 

awakening as Ballington went knocking on the front door of Major Flaccid's office in 

the T.W.I.T HQ of Swottan Hetty... 

 

"What the devil do you want, you huge cork thing? Flaccid demanded haughtily. "I've 

had to drag myself off the toilet to come speak with you – and I’m not best pleased, I 

can tell you." 

 

Ballington didn’t give a hoot whether Flaccid was irritated or ecstatic. He just went 

ahead and dropped his verbal bombshell: "Well for starters," he began confidently, 

"the keys to your office would be nice. Thereafter I intend to take control of every Twit 

asset within the confines of Swottan Hetty – and possibly those beyond it." 



Flaccid bristled with a combination of disbelief and just plain ‘orneriness... 

 

"Yeah?"  He snarled as his lieutenants sniggered. "You and who's army?" 

In answer to Major Flaccid's blustering (and pathetically predictable) question, 

Ballington responded with... 

 

"Would this one do?" 

Flaccid did a quick mental calculation. He was out-numbered, and he knew it. Also, in 

all probability, the huge cork that stood before him possessed an intestine of vast 

proportions: if he hoped to dissuade the 'enemy' troops by insisting on holding a wind-

breaking competition right now, he'd probably lose. "I suppose you'll want the spare 

one that I keep at my mother's apartment too?" He said miserably 

Ballington stifled a cry of triumph. "Naturally." He replied in a diffident manner. 

Meanwhile SubRoboSecGua had entered the Curator's elevator, where it accosted the 

curator, Cheerful Charlie Chopsticks and his guest android, Colin… 



 

"Oi, can you use your Omnipresent Scanner to find some monsters for me?" It 

inquired. 

As a result of this polite request - ten minutes later it visited the two engineers who were 

responsible for operating the popular and very entertaining Fake Teleporter exhibits 

throughout the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

"Right then," the robot began without preamble, "I wanna use your machine to travel 

into a nul-time environment, and I wanna do it now!" 



The engineers were nonplussed. "But this isn't a real teleporter." The Pink Engineer 

complained. "It just makes people go all giddy and tingly when they step through it. It's 

a pretend teleporter. It's for kids, mostly." 

"And old folk." The Red Engineer added. "It's the only thrill they get at their age. Poor 

old codgers." 

SubRoboSecGua really didn't have time for explanations; nevertheless it felt it 

necessary to bring the two earplugs up to speed. "A time storm struck just as the four 

monsters of Baron Frankincense stepped into the exhibit in area G. Now the Curators 

can see them in a dusty old hover plank park in a region that exists outside of normal 

space/time. When the air that they are currently breathing is exhausted, it doesn't get 

replenished. In short, they’ll suffocate. You see why I'm so keen to act? " 

Together the Engineers visualised the monsters approaching the portal... 

 

…and wondered what the device looked like when it actually did what it pretended to. 

But they were snapped back to the present when the SubRoboSecGua interrupted their 

thoughts. 

"Now adjust your fake controls accordingly - to make the device believe that another 

time storm has struck." SubRoboSecGua instructed them. 

"What?" The Red Engineer squealed. "We're not real engineers: we just push the 'go' 

button and tell people not to touch the sides, take off their safety hats, or urinate on 

anything." 

SubRoboSecGua wasn't listening. "Quickly now: in my cybernetically enhanced 

imagination I can almost see them crossing over." 



 

The urgency of the situation allowed the Pink Engineer to enjoy a moment's clarity. 

This brought forth an inspired idea...and he quickly reversed the polarity of the 

Twisthaven Constribulator Valve… 

 

"Go!" He shouted at SubRoboSecGua. “Enter the…er…portal!” 

Moments after his urgent cry, SubRoboSecGua had thrown his pseudo-metallic hide 

through the aforementioned portal...where it discovered that it was entirely alone… 

 

SubRoboSecGua was about to shout "Rats!" when its sensitive olfactory array detected 

the hint of cadaver. Quickly it rationalized that it could only be the whiff of a 

reanimated end cap - or four! 



 

Unfortunately the stench was past tense, and now the monsters had departed the hover 

plank park, and currently stood somewhere else completely! 

 

Whilst SubRoboSecGua was doing his damnedest to find the monsters, and save his 

superior's career simultaneously, the real reason why the Fake Teleporter engineers had 

been able to send the servo-mechanism into a nul-time environment (or Chronologically 

Challenged Realm, as it is better known) was because Gobby had discovered that he 

wasn't the only being capable of time-shifting within the Museum of Future Technology. 

Feeling insecure and threatened, he'd challenged Ballington to a time-shifting duel.   

The false sky was dull and overcast upon Knob Hill, so Gobby set the metaphorical ball 

rolling by shifting them both to a point in the day when it had been sunny… 

 



"Kindergarten stuff." Ballington snorted. 

Summoning up a huge breath, he promptly shifted them both to a time in the past - 

before Knob Hill had been included inside the Museum of Future Technology… 

 

Gobby managed to maintain a poker face, but he'd been shaken. He countered the move 

by shifting them into autumn... 

 

In response Ballington made it rain... 



 

This gave Gobby hope. Had the big brown dope mentally exhausted himself? There was 

only one way to find out. With every ounce of power he possessed, he shifted them into 

the future - when Knob Hill had been replaced by a desert fortress, which might have 

been a future Fort Balderdash... 

 

"I flipping hate this shade of yellow." Ballington growled after sniffing disdainfully at 

Gobby's effort. 

With that the yellow Officer's Mess became aged and black... 



 

Gobby looked at the seared timbers. "Flipping heck!" He exclaimed, before clamping 

shut his traitorous mouth. 

Sadly the best he could do in response would not be enough to win the contest, and 

Gobby knew it. He now cursed his weakness for Vanilla Redbush... 

 

...and using his clothes-washing talent to please her in so many ways... 

 

...and in doing so... 
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..totally knacker himself out, both physically and spiritually, until he became a wreck 

that could do little more than roll about on his own face whilst he recuperated. But, in 

desperation, Gobby pulled one last stunt. He shifted the scene back to a colour scheme 

that he knew his adversary loathed. But in doing so he depleted his energy too far, and 

he fell where he fought... 

 

"Very good." Ballington said courteously. "Had we not been enemies, I would like to 

think that we could have been friends. But I'm the winner, and I don't hang out with 

losers. When you've recovered sufficiently, I suggest you go stick your head down the 

toilet and flush away merrily. If you don't, I'll have someone come 'round to do it for 

you." 

With that he took a stroll along the main thoroughfare... 
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...where he quickly gained a huge entourage... 

 

...and his sense of self-worth ascended to precipitous levels. 

"Oh look," the passing bounty hunter, Hunting Provost, said, when he discovered four 

park benches piled upon each other, whilst out and about looking to pick up a couple of 

Las Chicas De La Playas... 

 

..."the same park bench, but from four different eras – all trying to exist in one place at 

the same time!" 

"Muy incredible!" The two young, attractive Iberian females replied. "A temporal 

battle has occurred, obviously." 

"Oh, by the Saint of All Earplugs," Hunting said, as his breath grew short with 

excitement, "brains as well as beauty." 



 Meanwhile SubRoboSecGua had arrived at an entirely different place in Nul-time 

space… 

 

"They're not here either." It said needlessly to no one at all. It then added: "Bum!" 

Then it scented the air with his enormous nose. 

The monsters, meanwhile, had descended three floors, and were now in the basement... 

 

They were feeling decidedly hungry by now - having never eaten in the entirety of their 

new lives. So they paused to read a sign that appeared to advertise a very nice 

restaurant. 

"Yes!" They said as one. 

Three floors up, Frankincense's monsters discovered Mr Pong's Snozzle Nozzle... 



 

But of neither Mister Pong, nor his daughters, Yu-Wah and Wah-Hey, was there any 

sign - naturally. There was also a distinct lack of food or water too, and everyone began 

to feel decidedly unwell. 

Meanwhile, upon the surface level EvilRoboSecGua had recognised that the balance of 

power within the Museum of Future Technology had shifted in the direction of 

Ballington Cork. As a consequence of this realisation it took the mind-wiped 

RoboSecGua to Swottan Hetty… 

 

"Are you here to kick our butts into next week?" A nervous soldier inquired when they 

arrived. 

"Far from it, you odd little green thing." EvilRoboSecGua replied, whilst its former 

superior drooled machine oil from its olfactory array like some kind of cybernetic idiot. 

"No, we're here for an audience with his Wondrous Greatship, Ballington Cork - God 

of the entire museum." 



"Oh, right." The soldier said with obvious relief. "Carry on, then: third door on the 

left." 

In his throne room, Ballington had just dropped his huge rear end down upon the 

sturdy plinth that had previously housed Major Flaccid's extremely heavy plasma 

screen television, when he received news that someone had knocked politely upon the 

door... 

 

"Who is it?" He inquired. 

"Don't know, oh mighty lord." A snivelling underling snivelled. "I'll ask." 

So he quickly made his way to the door... 

 

 ...and peered outside... 



 

"Yeah?" The Snivelling Underling snapped when he saw EvilRoboSecGua. 

The formerly self-serving bad-boy robot then explained that the authorities had badly 

abused RoboSecGua, and that everyone hoped that Ballington might put things right by 

replacing the unfortunate public servant's memories, and giving the FuRoboSecGuas a 

good kicking - if only psychologically. Reasonably enough, the Snivelling Underling 

passed on this request... 

 

Ballington ruminated for perhaps a heartbeat. "Tell ‘em to sod off." He boomed. "I'm 

busy." 

 



The Snivelling Underling passed on the bad news; but EvilRoboSecGua had heard 

Ballington's stentorian tones, and was already turning away. 

"I told him to sod off." The Snivelling Underling called into the semi-darkness. 

"Jolly good." Ballington's voice rumbled from the shadows. "You may have biscuit. 

One of the plain ones. Only one, mind; I don't want you getting all tubby." 

As it led the incredibly dull-minded RoboSecGua from Swottan Hetty, EvilRoboSecGua 

grew morose and disillusioned... 

 

Then, abruptly angered beyond its capacity to control its emotions, the robotic life-form 

raced up the curator's ivory tower; kicked Bubbly Salterton out of the window... 

 

...and wailed forlornly at the injustices it had endured - for all to hear… 



 

Only when it paused to refill its internal bellows did the robot notice a weak voice 

emanating from below… 

 

"Oi, you dozy sod," Bubbly spoke from the pneumatic hover wheelbarrow that he'd 

had the good fortune to fall into, "Why don't you try a brain-to-brain upload?" 

EvilRoboSecGua paused before reacting. "But If I do that, not only will RoboSecGua 

re-learn everything it forgot." EvilRoboSecGua said, "But it'll know what I know too!" 



Bubbly looked up at his nemesis: "What's more important at this moment in time: your 

dirty secrets; or your boss (and half-brother's) sanity?" 

So, a short while after discovering RoboSecGua wandering aimlessly, EvilRoboSecGua 

did this... 

 

"Thank you very much." The renewed RoboSecGua said following the simple 

procedure. “Now that I'm entirely compos mentis once more, let's go see what a mess 

those streamlined monkey-flippers from the future have made of our museum. Evil, 

baby - lead on!” 

 

But, perhaps, further action wasn't entirely necessary: SubRoboSecGua was already on 

the case. Still in search of the Baron Frankincense's missing monsters, the machine life-

form had utilised its prominent olfactory array to track them to the basement, where it 

read the same advertisement for the Snozzle Nozzle… 



 

Its internal barometer also detected the descending air pressure within the extremely 

limited (chronologically at least) Museum of Future Technology. It had precious little 

time to waste searching further. So as the monsters stood around and discussed their 

grumbling stomachs and tinder dry mouths, a foghorn-like voice carried up a nearby 

elevator shaft, and caressed their eardrums like a bass solo… 

 

"Monsters," it boomed, "you are in desperate danger. The air is becoming increasingly 

thin. Soon you will expire in a most undignified manner. Stay where you are: I will 

come to you." 

The former Assault Trooper didn't believe a word that SubRoboSecGua had bellowed. 

"Yeah, that's right." He sneered loudly. "You just want us to stand around so's you 

don't have to chase us no more, you lazy bum!" 



SubRoboSecGua had to think quickly. It must convince them. But how? Then a thought 

occurred: "Subterfuge." It whispered to itself. 

"Also," the monsters heard SubRoboSecGua's voice boom once more, "your ears will 

fall off!" 

"We're at the Snozzle Nozzle." They all yelled like a panic-stricken, but well-rehearsed 

male voice choir. "We’re here. Hurry, for flip's sake!" 

Ten minutes later, at the ‘terminal’ of the fake matter-transporter... 

 

"Would you look at that?" The Pink Engineer said with a trace of awe in his voice. "He 

actually did it!" 

"Would you be so kind as to put a call through to the Security Suite?" SubRoboSecGua 

said as he led his charges away. "Tell them I'm on my way there: I just have to drop off 

these naughty monsters with their rightful owner first." 

 



By chance EvilRoboSecGua and RoboSecGua were en route to the same destination at 

the same time. Remarkably they arrived at the same time - and were confronted by the 

same FuRoboSecGuas from the same distant future… 

 

"How impressed were you with me when I saved those reanimated end caps from 

certain death?" SubRoboSecGua demanded in its most enquiring tone. 

Well, naturally – given the circumstances - the FuRoboSecGuas couldn't help being 

impressed, and duly said so. 

"That's training, that is." SubRoboSecGua responded immediately. "Training that was 

given to me by none other than the wonderful RoboSecGua you see standing beside me. 

Without RoboSecGua to guide me I'd just be another average robotic life-form, with no 

imagination or get-up-and-go. Instead I'm a flipping hero." 

"And what about me?" EvilRoboSecGua followed up its colleague's verbal broadside. 

"RoboSecGua turned me from the dark side. Can you imagine a maverick such as me 

ever taking a job here? I don't flaming think so. And more recently I opened my brain 

for it to see inside, at least metaphorically. How many bosses get that sort of loyalty, 

love, and devotion from their subordinates?" 

 



Red Five did the only thing it could do that might answer both questions: It checked its 

Security Log against Future Probability... 

 

It got green lights right across the board. 

"Yeah, okay." The leading FuRoboSecGua conceded. "RoboSecGua is reinstated." 

The (temporary) End 
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